
UNIT 3 SUMMER OVERVIEW: Studio 2R/Module 1: PARIS, JE T’ADORE 

TARGET GRADE FOR TESTS: __ 

 

The magnificent 7 Skills of language learning needed to become an expert! 

 

Listen: for details from passages of varying difficulty 

Speak: take part in games, role-plays and conversations with correct phonics 

Read: passages of written French of varying difficulty, identifying tenses and distractors 

Write: pieces of French using complex sentences (tenses, adjectives, intensifiers, connectives, opinions) 

Memorise: items of vocabulary from groups 1-4 of the ‘4 vocab groups’ ranging from cognates to ‘false friends’ 

Translate: from French into English and English into French 

Apply: Grammatical rules that you have learned to unfamiliar situations, including different tenses 

  

Students will complete the following Gold Award tasks:  

• Vocab Test results /50 (scoring 80%+) 

• 8 SUMMER BookCreator (Progress Questions + VoiceNotes) on Showbie  

 

LESSON OVERVIEW (Tick and date if you have done the PQ) 
                                                                                        ANSWERED      
0: Cultural Introduction  
 
1: Une semaine à Paris Perfect tense of –er verbs 
     
2: What did you do in Paris? 
    PQ: Qu’est-ce que tu as fait à Paris?           
     
3: How were the catacombs? 
    PQ: C’était comment les catacombes? 
      
4: How did you go to Paris? 
    PQ: Tu es allé(e) à Paris comment? 
              
5: Who stole the Mona Lisa? 
    PQ: Qui a volé la Jaconde? 
      
6: Revision 
7: Assessments in listening/reading and writing 
8: DIT 
 

Vocab Test 
Tracker 

1:                    /10 
 
 
2:                    /10 
 
 
3:                    /10 
 
 
4:                    /10 
 
 
5:                    /10 
 
 
Total              /50 

Key Words 
Universals 
TOCNIA 
Vocabulary 
High frequency words 
Phonics 
Reason 
Time expressions 
Connectives  
Intensifiers  
Perfect tense with AVOIR 
Perfect tense with ÊTRE 
Negative sentences in the 
perfect  
Irregular verbs in the perfect  
Opinions/reasons in the past 
tense 
Questioning  
 
Cultural Enrichment: Explore 
Francophone countries 
 

Additional websites + support available  
https://uk.language-gym.com/ (check you have joined the class) 
www.vocabexpress.com (Unit 2) 
www.linguascope.com (username + password available from MFL department) 
www.pearsonactivelearn.com (students supplied with username + password) 
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